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Peter 

October 8, 2017




The end for SaintPetersBlog


Ever since I acquired the rights to the perfect domain for my efforts — FloridaPolitics.com — I knew that one day, this website would have to be put out to pasture.

Well, after more than 51,000 posts, this is the final one.

Going forward, I am devoting my full energies to the Florida Politics brand, whether it be the website, email programs like “Sunburn” and “Last Call,” or our gorgeous, award-winning INFLUENCE Magazine. Keep Reading
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October 8, 2017


The Bay and the 'Burg/Top Headlines 



Darden Rice on St. Pete’s campaign finance ordinance — it’s ‘by no means over’




Two days after the St. Petersburg City Council passed an ordinance limiting campaign contributions, which is expected to be legally challenged, Council Chair Darden Rice was still exulting. A former president of the League of Women Voters in St. Pete, Rice was an early champion of the just passed measure that …
Keep Reading
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October 8, 2017


Sports/Top Headlines 



AP Top 25 Takeaways: Oklahoma upset; Miami over FSU, finally




Four of the top five teams in the country kicked off their games at noon Eastern on Saturday, which suggests that all were expected to roll. No. 2 Clemson, No. 4 Penn State and No. 5 Georgia all did just that. Then there was No. 3 Oklahoma. The Sooners and Iowa …
Keep Reading
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October 8, 2017


The Bay and the 'Burg/Top Headlines 



Leading nation, St. Pete Council is 1st to ban corporate campaign cash




After hours of debate, the St. Petersburg City Council approved a campaign-finance reform measure Thursday, which could have national implications. The final vote was 6-2, with Council members Ed Montanari and Jim Kennedy dissenting. Once the final vote became clear, the crowd in city chambers erupted with cheers. …
Keep Reading
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The Bay and the 'Burg/Top Headlines 



Rick Baker, Rick Kriseman reload campaign coffers for general election




If there was any doubt about the interest level in the ‘battle of the two Ricks,’ check the latest campaign finance reports for Rick Kriseman and Rick Baker, both of whom raised substantial money during the last two weeks of September.  …
Keep Reading
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The end for SaintPetersBlog






Published on October 8, 2017


Ever since I acquired the rights to the perfect domain for my efforts — FloridaPolitics.com — I knew that one…
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Panthers score 3 in third to edge Lightning



Published on October 7, 2017


in Sports/Top Headlines 

by Associated Press 
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Jared McCann scored the tiebreaking goal in the third period after a review overturned the initial ruling of goalie interference, and the Florida Panthers beat the Tampa Bay Lightning 5-4 on Saturday night. Evgenii Dadonov and Nick Bjugstad each had a goal and an assist, and Vincent Trocheck and Colton Sceviour also scored goals for the Panthers. James Reimer made 26 saves.


Keep Reading
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Steven Stamkos has key assist, Lightning beat Panthers 5-3



Steven Stamkos is back. Stamkos set up the go-ahead goal in his return from a right knee injury and the Tampa Bay
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Lightning, Panthers set to kick off NHL season on Friday



It all begins for real tonight at Amalie Arena. The Tampa Bay Lightning open the 2017-18 season against the Florida
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Lightning ready to get serious about regular season



The preseason for the Tampa Bay Lightning is now in its final week. Only three games remain before the regular


































Lawrence McClure with more cash-on-hand in final days of HD 58 GOP primary



Published on October 7, 2017


in The Bay and the 'Burg/Top Headlines 

by Mitch Perry 
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Dover businessman Lawrence McClure has more cash-on-hand than Plant City businesswoman and civic activist Yvonne Fry in the final days of their contentious House District 58 Republican primary campaign. With the latest financial figures coming in late Friday, McClure has raised a total of $135,485 versus Fry’s $112,790 through October 5. .
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GOP consultant Anthony Pedicini subject of direct mail attack in bitter HD 58 race



Republican consultant Anthony Pedicini is the latest target of a negative mailer in the vitriolic House District 58 primary.
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Joe Henderson: HD 58 race follows negative game plan



There is a game plan, oft-repeated in politics, that says going negative beats a reasoned argument almost every time. We
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More anti-Yvonne Fry flyers hit Hillsborough mailboxes



Another wave of mailers went out in Hillsborough County blasting HD 58 Republican candidate Yvonne Fry for her alleged lack


































Miami, Florida State look to get ground games going



Published on October 7, 2017


in Sports/Top Headlines 

by Associated Press 
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The running game has been an important factor in the Miami-Florida State series. In the past 30 meetings between the Sunshine State rivals, the team with the most rushing yards has won 22 times. It will likely be a determining factor again on Saturday when the 13th-ranked Hurricanes visit the Seminoles.


Keep Reading
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Miami snaps 7-game losing streak vs. FSU with last-second victory



Coming into Saturday’s game between 13th-ranked Miami and Florida State, both teams were looking to get their running games going.
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AP Top 25 takeaways: Rock bottom for Butch Jones; Year of RB



Takeaways, thoughts and takedowns from Week 5 of the college football season. 1. As the fans poured out of Neyland
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Seminoles earn first win with TD in final minute



James Blackman shook off a struggle-filled day to connect with Auden Tate on a 40-yard touchdown throw with 53 seconds


































Enterprise Florida gives raises, ditches bonuses



Published on October 6, 2017


in Statewide/Top Headlines 

by News Service Of Florida 
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Raises will be provided to 16 upper-level and mid-level employees of Enterprise Florida, as the state’s business-recruitment agency does away with a controversial bonus program. The Enterprise Florida Executive Committee voted unanimously during a conference call Friday to approve a recommendation — supported by Gov. Rick Scott — to replace the bonus program.
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Siemens, Chromalloy joint project to bring 350 new Hillsborough jobs



Two global engineering companies, Siemens and Chromalloy Gas Turbine Corporation, have chosen Hillsborough County for the headquarters of a new joint
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Broward nursing home expands lawsuit against state



A Broward County nursing home has expanded a lawsuit challenging moves by Gov. Rick Scott‘s administration that effectively shut down
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Rick Scott shifts storm focus to Panhandle



After spending much of the past month focused on Hurricane Irma, Gov. Rick Scott will shift Thursday to the one


































Wilton Simpson’s committee raised $209K in September



Published on October 6, 2017


in Statewide/Top Headlines 

by Drew Wilson 
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Future Senate President Wilton Simpson brought in more than $200,000 through his political committee last month, and forked over half that sum to the committee supporting GOP candidates for state senate.


Keep Reading
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GOP consultant Anthony Pedicini subject of direct mail attack in bitter HD 58 race



Republican consultant Anthony Pedicini is the latest target of a negative mailer in the vitriolic House District 58 primary.
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Martin County ‘water farm’ expanded



Caulkins Citrus Co. launched the expansion of its Indiantown “water farm,” increasing the reservoir from an existing 413 acres to
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Wilton Simpson latest Republican to back Ardian Zika in HD 37 race



Florida Senate Majority Leader Wilton Simpson is the latest Republican to endorse Ardian Zika in the Pasco County-area House District


































Nate poised to send wind, waves to Panhandle



Published on October 6, 2017


in Statewide/Top Headlines 

by News Service Of Florida 
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Florida’s western Panhandle, the one area of the state spared the impact of Hurricane Irma nearly a month ago, is expected to get winds, surging water and rain this weekend from fast-moving Tropical Storm Nate.
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Last shelter used for Hurricane Irma evacuees closes



The last shelter used for Hurricane Irma evacuees has closed in Miami-Dade County.
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Rick Scott declares state of emergency for Nate



Gov. Rick Scott on Thursday declared a state of emergency in 29 Florida counties as Tropical Storm Nate seems headed for
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Rick Scott shifts storm focus to Panhandle



After spending much of the past month focused on Hurricane Irma, Gov. Rick Scott will shift Thursday to the one


































HART CEO talks ‘doing more with less’ for Hillsborough transit



Published on October 6, 2017


in The Bay and the 'Burg/Top Headlines 

by Mitch Perry 
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Doing more with less. That’s essentially the theme espoused by Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority CEO Katharine Egan since taking over the financially troubled agency nearly three years ago, but it’s definitely the case now as HART unveils its “Mission Max” schedule Sunday morning.
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Hillsborough Commissioners urge patience on debris pickup



While it’s been less than a month since Hurricane Irma’s strong winds brushed through Florida, Hillsborough County Commissioners are getting
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Light rail ranks as top choice in Tampa Bay premium transit study



Since the demise of the Go Hillsborough initiative last year, transit officials and Tampa Bay-area lawmakers have pinned their hopes
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Tampa Bay transit systems back to regular schedule



Another sign of a return to normalcy iin the Tampa Bay region post Hurricane Irma’s arrival as a Category 1
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Sunburn
 
Receive Peter Schorsch’s agenda-setting read of what’s hot in Florida politics.
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October 7, 2017
Takeaways from Tallahassee — FSU takes on campus names, markers
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October 5, 2017
Sunburn — The morning read of what’s hot in Florida politics — 10.5.17
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October 4, 2017
Exclusive: Major Puerto Rico power restoration project awarded to small, untested vendor 
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